The 7-piece Tangram
A Tangram is a square that is cut into 7 pieces. The
objective is to arrange all 7 pieces into shapes like the
squirrel, swan, shirt, fox etc.

The 7-piece Tangram in Scratch
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/323501449

7 pieces
This is the 7-piece
Tangram

Resource: target age group: 10 - 11 yrs
Maths Objectives:
- Symmetry, Fractions, Conservation of Area
- Problem Solving (Using Logic)
Scratch coding level: 12+ yrs
Tangrams can be plastic, timber, cardboard etc.
however it is not too difficult to make a Tangram from
a paper square just by folding and cutting. The one
piece that is not symmetrical is the parallelogram
piece, shown here in green. It may need to be flipped
and unflipped to make some object shapes. So when
it is coloured it needs to be coloured front and back.
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This is a picture of the start screen of the
7-piece Tangram in Scratch. The cat sprite
introduces what the player needs to do to
break the square into its seven pieces. Each piece is
a sprite which can be moved and rotated. The green
parallelogram-shaped piece can be flipped or
unflipped. It’s explained further next page.
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Start by folding a paper square corner to corner in
half and then in quarters. Continue by folding
symmetrically along folds that are diagonal or
perpendicular. Open it out and find the seven shapes
among the folds: 1 and 2 are the large triangles (each
¼ of the square), 3 is a triangle half their size, the
small triangles (4 and 5) are half the size of 3. Piece
6 is a square, 7 is parallelogram (both equal in size to
small triangles 4 and 5 combined). See page 4 for a
template.
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Make a Squirrel
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The 7-piece Tangram in Scratch
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/323501449

Move and rotate its pieces
to make shapes

Make a flying Goose
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The cat sprite gives the initial instructions (1) Click to
break the square apart into seven shapes (2) Choose
a letter to see the grey silhouette of the shape you
want to make: a shirt, a fox, a swan swimming, a
goose in flight, a rabbit, a squirrel, a cat and an eagle.
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Click me now and CLICK
a letter a to h to get your
first shape.

(3) Click the black cat to
reveal the red rotate
left and right rotation arrows and the
flip and unflip buttons for the green
piece if you need to flip it. (4) Drag /Select the
sprite-piece to move/ rotate. A white dot indicates
that it is the active sprite-piece (e.g. the square
piece). The active piece reverts to colour when you
click-select to activate a different piece.
These shapes are based on the author's puzzles
from Mathemagic, the popular Maths text which
has been used in Irish schools since 2002
Seamus O'Neill © 2019
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Learn from the SCRATCH Code

Code on the red square piece
4_redPiece

Unfinished work
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Paper Cut-out 7-Piece TANGRAM
Cut-out along the dotted lines. If you want to colour the shapes, colour both sides.
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A TANGRAM GAME for 3 CHILDREN
Each child needs a 7-piece tangram.
One child must make the fox,
another must make the flying goose and the third
child must make the swimming goose.
If any goose is made before the fox, it escapes,
but whichever goose is made last
is caught by the fox.

Take turns at being
the fox or one of the geese.
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